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THE DISTORTION THEOREMS OF LINEAR INVARIANT FAMILY 
ON THE UNIT BALL* 

SHENG GONGt AND QIHUANG YU* 

1. Introduction. It is well know that the distortion theorem of biholomorphic 
mapping in any domain in (Fn does not exist. It exists only when the mapping class 
has more restrictions. 

The first affirmative result was established by Barnard, FitzGerald and Gong[l] 
in 1988(The paper was published at 1994). They proved the following result. 

A linear invarient family, hereafter denoted LIF, on the unit ball Bn in <Fn is a 
family M of localy biholomorphic mappings / : Bn -> (Fn such that if f e M then 
(i)/(0) = 0, J/(0) = /, where Jf is the Jacobi matrix of / and (i^A^ of / G M 
for (p € Aut(Bn)1 the holomorphic automorphisms of Bn. Here Aip(f) is the Koebe 
transform of /, Av(/) = WOjrV/MO))"1 [/(?(*)) - /(V(0))]. 

Let <S be a linear invariant family, on the unit ball JB2 in (P2. If f(z) = (/i (z), jz (2)) 
€ 5, z = (zi, Z2) € B2, and 

/ Mz) =«i+4$*i+^i!i*i*2+<4S22 +  
j(2).2 '(2). V(2).2 Mz) =z2 + d^zf + dftzM + ^4 + 

then 

(i.i) logUl - z?)%detJf(z)\ < C{S)log 1+M 
1-UI 

holds, where C(S) = Sup < Id^o + 5^1,11   / ^ $ \ > Jf(z) is t^16 Jacobi matrix of / at 
z. 

Prom (1.1), it follows the following distortion theorem 

(1 + \z\)c^+i (1 - |*|)<W 

In particular, if 5 is the family of normalized biholomorphic convex mapping, then 
one can prove 1.5 < C(<S) < 1.761. 

In 1989, at his doctor thesis, Liu[ll] extended this result to Wn. He proved that: 
Let S be a LIF on the unit ball Bn in <Dn. If 

(1.3) f(z) = (f1(z)J2(z), ,fn(z)) = z + {zAWz',-----,zAln)z') + e S, 

where A^ = (ag)^. ,<„, z € P", then 

1 + N (1.4) 
n + 1 

log [(1 - zz')^r~det Jf(z)] <log 
l-UV 
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where 
n 

(1.5) C(S) = Sup{\J2^\\feS}. 
2=1 

As a consequence, we have 

(1-6) oTwF^F - '    /()l - (i-N)^2^' 
He also proved that if <S is the family of normalized biholomorphic convex mappings, 
then 

(1-7) !L+1<C(5)<1 + ^^. 

It was conjectured by Barnard, FitzGerald and Gong[l] that C(S) = nt\ where S 
is the family of biholomorphic convex mappings. 

In 1997, Pfaltzgraff [12] proved (1.6) again. The proof of Pfaltzgraff is same as 
Liu's proof in his doctor thesis. 

In 1999, Pfaltzgraff and Suffridge [13] gave a counterexample to disprove the 
conjecture : C(S) = n A" when S is the family of normalized convex mappings. 
Until now, nobody know the exact value of C{S) when S is the family of normalized 
convex mappings, even nobody conjecture it. 

In 1990, Gong and Zheng [8] extended (1.4) and (1.6) to the bounded symmetric 
domains. 

Let M C (Cn be a bounded symmetric domain containing the origin. Let G be 
the group of holomorphic automorphism of M, and let K be isotropy subgroup in 
G which fixes the origin. Let Q be Lie algebla of G, /C be the maximal compact 
subalgebla of G corresponding to K. Then Q has the Cartan decomposition. 

g = K: + v. 

Suppose A is a maximal Abelian subalgebla in V and A is the corresponding analytic 
subgroup in G. Then we have the Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN. For every 
z G M, there exist X G A and k G K such that 

z = Z(ka • O) = Z(expAd(k)X • O) 

where O = eK is the identity coset in G/K and £ is the holomorphic diffeomorphism 
from G/K onto M. If Xi, , Xq form a basis of A, then X = ]CjLi xjXj, where 
q = dimA = rankM. If S is a LIF on M, and /(z) G <S, then 

detJf(z)        ! ^^/cxv^y_,l + |tanftap| 
Xri 

(1.8) \log   ,   ™JW        1 < C(5) E^T^Tr 

holds, where iir(^,z) is the Bergman kernel function on M, C(S) is defined by (1.5) 
when f(z) has expression (1.3). 

In 1993, Gong Wang and Yu [6] established the following result.   If f(z) is a 
normalized convex mapping on the unit ball Bn in (Pn, then 
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holds, where 

V1'10) G - {9ij)l<hj<n -  I   (1_ ,   ,2x2  I 
l<i,j<n 

is the matrix of the Bergman metic of Bn. 
From (1.9), we immediately have the following consequences: 

(,U) i^fc^TT),^'*-1 

(l + |z|)3n+1 -      w  "- (l-|z|)3n+1" 

Comparing (1.11) with (1.6) and (1.7), we can see that (1.6) and (1.7) is better then 
(1.11). 

(1-12) „ /, n2 < \\Jf(z)\\ < (i + H)2-11 'wl,-(i-H)a' 

where || J/(^)|| is the norm of the matrix Jf(z). 

(1-13) 7^4 <K<    1 + N 
(l + \z\)3-    »- (l-|z|)" 

where A^ is the smallest eigenvalue of Jf(z)Jf(z) . 
(1.14) 

' + (n71)(,1~,M) < rr(J,(*) W') < 7-^T + ^ " 1)(1 + |Z|) 
(i + H)4       (i + |z|)3    -    ww/w,-(i-M)4       (i-N)3    • 

In 1999, Gong and Liu [5] extended (1.9) to bounded convex circular domains. 
Let 17 be a bounded convex circular domain in (Fn,0 E fi, its Minkowski functional 

p(z) G C1 on Q except for a lower dimensional manifold. Let f(z) be a normalized 
biholomorphic convex mapping on 0, then 

(1-15) TW)^0-^^0-1!^/^0 

holds,where £ G (Fn is a column vector, F(£,£) = Fc(z,€) = Fjfc(^,£),Fc(z,£) is 
the Caratheodory metric in infinitesimal form and Fk(z^) is the Kobayashi-Royden 
metric in infinitesimal form. (By Lempert Theorem [10] , Fc and Fk are same when 
the domain is convex.) When Q, is unit ball Bn in (Fn, then [10] 

F(z,0 = Fc(z,0 = Fk(z,0 = J^L +    ^'^ 
l-|z|2      (l-|z|2) 

In this case, (1.15) becomes (1.9). 
When £ — z in (1.15), we have 

(Lie) ^w   <lKWz)<reW 
(l+p(z))J (l-p(2))^ 

where z € (Fn is a column vector. It implies 

(l+p(2))J (l-p(2;))J 
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where |Ai(^)|2 > > |An(z)|2 are eigenvalues of Jf(z)Jf(z) . 
In the case that fi is the unit ball Bn in (Fn, we compare (1.17) with (1.12) and 

(1.13), we may find that (1.12) and (1.13) are better than (1.17). 
Let f(z) be a normalized holomorphic mapping on a domain fi in <Fn, and 0 G ft. 

We may expand f(z) at z = 0 as 

oo   1 

(1.18) M = z + 'E1jDtfmz, ,*), 
i=2 J' 

where D^ is the Prechet derivative of order j, j = 1,2,  If fi is a bounded 
symmetric domain in (Fn, and S is a LIF, then we may find that C(S) defined by 
(1.5) can express as 

(1.19) C(S) = Supi±\Tr(D2f(0)u)\    mZ' = l,/e<s}. 

Recently, Pfaltzgraff and Suffridge [14] define another order. If S is a LIF on a 
domain fi which containing origin, they defined 

(1.20) a = ||ord||5 = 5ttp||||£>2/(0)||   / € s} . 

They proved that if Q, is the unit ball in (Fn, S is a LIF, / G 5, then 

(1-21) (i + \z\r+i - llDfiz)l1 - (1-1,1)^' 

where a is the order of S which is defined by (1.20). 
Hamada and Kohr [9] used same method as Pfaltzgraff and Suffridge used in [14] 

to prove the similar result when ft is the unit polydisk in (Pn. 
There are many examples of LIF at [14]. When LIF is the family of normalized 

convex mapping on 2?n, then a = 1, (1.21) becomes (1.12). All normalized localy 
biholomorphic mappings on (Z^ form a LIF, then a = oo for this family. 

As we mentioned above, we gave the estimations of \detJf(z)\ by (1.6) and (1.7), 
and the estimations of || Jf(z)\\ by (1.21) already, it is natural to ask the estimations of 

Tr(Jf(z)Jf(z) ). In the Section 2, we will give the estimations oiTr(Jf(z)Jf(z) ) for 
LIF on the unit ball2?n in(Fn by (1.20). When LIF is the family of normalized convex 
mappings, it is coincided with (1.14). In Section 3, by using the method as we used 
in Section 2, we may prove (1.6) by a different approach. As another application of 
(1.9), we will give the estimations of the covariant derivative of biholomorphic convex 
mappings on the unit ball in Section 4. 

2. The estimations of the trace of Jacobi matrix of mappings in a Bn. 
In this section, all vectors are column vectors.We consider the LIF on the unit ball 
Bn in <Z7n. We already know that [14]: 

(1) ||or(i||<S > 1 for every LIF S. \\ord\\S = 1 if S is the family of normalized 
biholomorphic convex mappings on Bn. 

(2) If S is a LIF and ||ord||<S = a < oo, then S is a normal family. 
(3) If cpa(z) G AutiB"), which maps 0 to a G Bn, and 

(2.1) f(z;a) = (2?Va(0))-1(2?/(Va(0))-1[/(vaW) - /(¥>«((>))], 
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where / E 5, a LIF. Then the definition of ||ord||5 can be expressed as 

(2.2) \\ord\\S = SupU \D2f(0;a)(w,w)\   \f € 5, H = 1, \a\ < l|. 

(4) C(S) < n||ord||5, when S is a LIF on Bn. 
We have the estimations of \detJf(z)\ by (1.6) and the estimations of ||J/(^)|| by 

(1.21) already. In this section, we will give the estimations of Tr(Jf(z)Jf(z) ) when 
/ belongs to a LIF S with ||ord||5 = a on the unit ball Bn in (C*1. 

THEOREM 2.1 IfS is a LIF on the unit ballBn inWn with ||ord||«S = a, then 

(1 + \z\)2<*+2 + Kn    i;(l + |z|)aft+1 

(2.3) 

<     Tr(Jf(z)Jf(z) ) <   ^ _   3 )2a+2  + (n - 1) V
(1 _ \Jfaa+l 

for all f eS andz eBn. 
The inequalities (1.21).are the estimations of the largest eigenvalue of Jf(z)Jf(z) . 

Theorem 2.1 tells us that there exists one largest eigenvalue only in Jf(z)Jf(z) , all 
other eigenvalues have lower order comparing with this largest eigenvalue if the largest 
eigenvalue of Jf(z)Jf(z)  attend the estimating order. 

When S is the family of normalized biholomorphic convex mappings, then ||ord||5 
= 1, (2.3) is coincide with (1.14). 

If S is a LIF on the unit polydisc on (Fn, then we can get the similar conclusion, 
but we omit to state the results and its proof. The proof is similar with the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 in below. 

The method of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is different but relatyed with the proof 
of (1.21) by Pfaltzgraff and Suffridge [14]. In purpose to prove Theorm 2.1, we need 
the following lemmas. 

LEMMA 2.2 Fix ZQ = ro^o € B71, uo £ dBn. If F is the extremal mapping in S 
for the following maximum problem: 

Tr\JF(zo)'jF(zo)\ > Tr(jf{zojJf(zo)\ 

holds for any f G S, then 

(2.4) Tr(jF(zo)fJF(zo)) = max lTr(jF(z)'jF(z)\   \\z\ = r0\ . 

Proof. If (2.4) were false, then there would be a point zi ^ ZQ, \ZI\ = ro such that 

TrUptzjjpiz!)) yTrhpizoUpizo)). 

There exists an unitary matrix U such that UZQ = z\ where z^, z\ are column vectors. 
Consider Fu(z) - JJ^FiJJz) G 5, then JFV{^) — U'^JF^J^TJ, and consequently 

Tr^J^if ^(z)) =rr^J^7i),JF(^)), 
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which yieds the contradiction 

Tr(jFu(zo)!JFu(so)) = Tr(Jpfa)'Jpfayj > Tr(jF(zo)'JF(zo)\- 

LEMMA 2.3 Fix ZQ = VQUQ G B™, UQ G dBn. If F is the extremal mapping in S for 

the maximum problem in Lemma 2.2, thenTr[D2 F(ZO)ZOJF(ZO) ] is real, equivalently, 

Tr[D2F(zo)uoJ^{zof] is real 
Proof Let t be a small real number, then 

Mzoe1*) = JF(ZO + itzo + 0(t2)) = JF(z0) + itD2F{zo)zo + 0(t2). 

We have 
(^5)   i  /  / 

Jpizoeit)' JF(zoeit) = JF(zo)' JF(zo)-itD2F(zo)zo' JF(zo)+itD2F(z0)zoJF(z0)'+0(t2). 

By Lemma 2.2, 

0    > Tr(jpizoe*1) JF(zoeu)\ - Tr (jjfarfJF(zo)) 

= itTr(D2F(zo)zoM^)' - JF{ZO)D
2
F(Z0)ZO\ + 0(t2) 

= 2$leTr(itD2F(zo)zoJAzo)'} + 0(t2). 

Dividing by |i| and considering both t —>■ 0+ and t —> 0~, we have 

Im ^Tr(D2F(z0)z0JF(zo)'} = 0. 

LEMMA 2.4. Fix ZQ = rouo G Bn,uo £ dBn. If F is the extremal mapping in S 
for the maximum problem in Lemma 2.2, then 
(2-6)           

Tr{JF(z0jD2F{zo)v} - TriMzp)'D2F(z0)zoz^,v}   
-   Tr{^JF{zQ)JF<,z0)v}-Tr{JF<,zo)JF{z0)'z^'v}-Tr{JF(.zo)JF{zo)lD2F{())v} 
=   0 

holds for any u £ dBn, where ZQ, U are column vectors. 
Proof. Any / G S can expand as (1.18), it can express as 

f{z) = z + A2(z,z) + A3(z,z,z) +  

also. The mapping defined by (2.1) belongs to S and can be expanded as [14] 

f(z; a) = f(z) + Df(z)(a - a'zz) -a- 2A2{a, f(z)) + 0(\a\2), 

where |a| is sufficiently small. Let DF(z; a) be the Frechet derivative of F{z:, a) with 
respect to z, then [14] 

DF{z-,a) = JF{z)+D2F{z)(a-a' zz)-JF{z)za! -a! zJF{z)-D2F{Q)aJF{z)+0{\a\2), 
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when |a| is sufficiently small, and 
(2-7)   

DF(Z; a)'DF(z; a) 

=   Mz)' JF(z) + [D2F(z){a - a'zz)-JF(z)za'-a'zMz)-D2F(0)aJF(z)}JF(z)' 

+    JF{z) b2F(2;)a' - za'D^F^z - az'T^zj' -MZ)'z'a - J^(i)'£»2F(0)a'] 

+   0(|a|2). 

By the extremal property of F at point ZQ, we have 

WO > Tr {DF^oJo/DF^oja)} - Tr (J^W)'JF(zo) J 

= 2&e iTriDZF^al^)'] - Tr[a,zD2F{z)zJ^zf] 

- Tr[JF{z)az,l^']-Tr^'aJF{z)lAz)}-Tr[D2F(0)aJF(z)Mz?]] +0(|a|2). 

By Lemma 2.3, we know that Tr[D2F(zo)zo JF(ZO) ] is real, thus 

?fte[Tr{ctzoD2F(zo)zoMzo) }] = *te[Tr{z?aD2F{zo)zQMzo) }]• 

Substituting it into the previous inequality, we have 

0 > Sfte [Tr^F^aMzo)) - Tr[z6faD2F(zo)zoM^),} 

-Tr[JF(zo)az^' JF(ZO) ] - Tr[z^faJF(zo)JF(zo) ] 

- Tr[D2F(0)aMzo)M^)'}} + 0(|a|2). 

Dividing |a|, and denoting u = A, then let |a| -> 0, note that a can be replaced by 

e^a with arbitrary real t. We have proved (2.6). 
LEMMA 2.5. Fix ZQ = ro^o € Bn,uo e dBn. If F is the extremal mapping in S 

for the maximum problem in Lemma 2.2, then 

Tr (jF{z)'jF{z)\ - Tr (JF{ZQ)'JF{ZQ)\ 

2(r - ro) 
(2-8) =    :^^[Tr(JF(zo)jR^V^K^,JH^),^(^o)^o)] 

—±-iTr(M*o)Mzo),D2F(0)u0) + 0(|r - ro|), 

r0 
i 

1      '0 

where z = ruo, and r is a real number near ro. 
Proof. We expand JF(z) at point ZQ, 

JF(Z) = JF(zo + z - ZQ) = JF(zo) + D2F(zo){z - z0) + 0(\z - zo\2). 

Thus 

(2 9) JF
^ 

JF
^   

=   JF(ZO)
 

JF(;2;O)
 
+ Mzo)D2F(z0)(z - ZQ) 

+D2F(zo)(z - z0)JF(z0)' + 0(\z - zo\2). 
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We have 

Tr(jF(z)'jF(zy\ -Tr(jF(zojJF(zo)\ 

= 23«e [Tr(D2F(z0)(z - zo)JH^)')] + 0(\z - z0\2). 

Dividing 2(r — ro) on both sides, it is 

Tr (jF{z)'JF{z)\ - Tr(jF(zo)'jF(zo)\ 

2(r - ro) 

= 3Je [Tr(D2F(zo)uoM*$)] + 0(|r - ro|). 

By Lemma 2.3, we know that 

die [Tr(D2F(zo)u0M^)'j\ = Tr{D2F(z0)uM^)). 

Thus 
(2.10) 

Tr\JF{zj JF{z)\ -Tr(jF(z0)'jF(zo)) 

2(r - ro) 

Let v = UQ in Lemma 2.4, (2.6) become 

2(r _ ro) = Tr(D2F(z0)uoJF(zo) ) + 0(\r - ro|). 

rr{JF(2o) I?2F(«b)uo} - r2Tr{JF(zo) D2F(zo)u0} 

- Tr{zE'JF(zo) JF(zo)uo}-Tr{JF(z0)JF(z0) Uo}-Tr{JF(zo)JF(zo) D2F(0)uo} 
- 0. 

Hence 

Tr(D2F(zo)uoJF(zo) ) 

(2.11) =    i^ [TrlJr(zo)Mzo)'] + Tr[vfJF(zo)'jF(z0)u0}] 

+    -±-?Tr[JF(zo)JH^j'D2F(0)uo}. 
1 — ^n 

Substituting (2.11) into (2.10), we get (2.8). 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.1, beginning with the upper bound. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The upper bound:Throughout the proof of the upper 

bound, F will be the extremal mapping for the maximum problem associated with a 
fixed point ZQ eBn, i.e., 

TrfjF(^o),Jr
F(^o)J >Tr(jf(zo)'jf(zo ) 

holds for all f E S. We now assume that the upper bound in (2.3) is false.  Hence 
there exists ro G (0,1), ZQ € 2?n, \zo\ = ro such that 
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Since the function 

0<t<l 

803 

(2.12) v(*'s) = T:—^25+2 +(n-1)- (l_t)2«+2    •   -       -/(1_t)2.+l> 

is an increasing function of s, there is a number /?o > a, such that 

(2.13) Tr(jF(zo) JF{ZO)\ =¥>(ro,A)). 

Consequently, for small e > 0 and ro — e < r < ro + e, there is a C1 smooth function 
/3(r) such that ^(ro) = /9o and 

(2.14) Tr(jF{ruo) JF(rvo)) = ^ _ J)mr)+2 +(n-l) ^ + J)mr)+1 = y(r,/?(r)). 

Thus 

Tr (jF(r.0)'jF(n,0)) - Tr^^/jj.fa))      ^^j) _ ^^^ 

r -ro r-ro 

By Lemma 2.5, we have 

(2.15) 

<p(r,0(r))-v(ro,f3o) 
2 (r - ro) 

r     /           ; 
-i:4l-7 Tr(jf(zo)J + Tr[uo'JF(zo) JF(ZO)UO] 

+    j^T^rr ^JF(^O) JF^J^F^WO) + 0(\r - ro|). 

As r -> ro, the limit of the left hand side of (2.15) is |[<pr + /3 ^/3]r=ro- We evaluate 
it. 

Noting that 

<Pr=      £ (1 + ^"a
+(n-l)(1+r)a/?"1 

(1 _ r.)2/3+2  + »-n       iy ^ _ r^2/3+l 

(1 + r)2^3-2 4/3 + 4r  , ,   _ t, (1 H-r)2^1 40 + 2r 
(l-r)2/J+2  1-r2   +^       ^(i_r)2/3+i   i_r2 

= 4/3+ 4r 
1-r2 

we have 

_4/ (pr 

\r=ro 

by (2.13). 

(i + O 2/3-2 

_ ^2/8+2 (1-r) 
+ (n - 1) (1 + r) 

2/3-1 2r(n -!)(! + r)2^1 

1-r2    (l-r)2^1' (l-r)^+1 

4/3o + 4ro      (——, \      2(n-l)ro(l + ro)2^-1 

r_rTr^1,(zb) JF(,o)J -     ^2     (1_ ^2/30+1 
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Moreover, 

(1 + r) 
2/3-2 

(l-r) 2/3+2 + (n - 1) -nli±ll 
(l-r) 

2/3-1 

2^+T 

_(l+r)2^- 
r2^Z05 

1 + r  ,  (l + r) 20-1 

^ _ rp+2 '^ '"s/T^T ^ (i _ r)2/J+i 2^'
/O

5T^T + 

=: Wog^ 

we have 

Pn = 213'{r 
r=ro 

by (2.13). 
Thus 

\[Vr + ^V/?]r=r0 

(2.16) =    {^^+nro)lo9]^Tr{l^JF{zo) 

(n-l)ro(l + ro)2^-1 

1-ro2   (l-ro)2^1' 

As r -> ro, (2.15) becomes the following equality 

1-rrf Trf J^(^o) JiK^o)) +Tr(wo,JF(^o) J>(^o)wo) 

by (2.16).   After cancel the term zr^-^Tri Jp(zo) Jp(zo) ) on both sides of the 

privious equality, we have 
(2.17) 

=    T^WJF&O)'Mzo)u0 + -^Tr(JF(zo)JF(zo)'D2F(0)uo). 
1 — 77i A       ^n 

By equality (2.17), we know that Tr(JF(zo)JF(zo) D2F(0)uo) is real. JF(ZO)JF(ZO) 
is a positive definite Hermitian matrix, we may decompose it as 

/*? 
«7F(2O).JF(2O)   = ^ U', 

^71 
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where U is an unitary matrix. Thus 

805 

Tr{JF{z0)JF{zQ) D2F{<3)uo) 

=   TrUJ 
( A 

I ^ 
=   Tr 

U'D2F(0)u0] 

\_ \ 
u'D2F(0)uoU 

KJ J 
If 

U D2F(0)uoU 
an 

dnl 

an 

then 

Tr 
/*? 

KJ 

\          \ n 

u'D2F(0)uoU = £%; 
J              ) J=l 

'jji 

But 

la^l < ||C/^2F(0)^ot/|| = ||2?2F(0)tio|| < 2a,j = 1,2,3,. ,n, 

since the ||ord||5 = a and (1.20). Thus 

(2.18) \Tr(JF{z0)JF(zo) I>2.F(0)uo)| < 2aTr 

By (1.21)(Theorem 4.1 in [14]), and fo > a, we have 

I Jp(zo) Jp(zo) 

(2.19) 

UQ'JF(ZO) JF(ZO)UO <    The largest eigenvalue of JF(^O) ^F(^O) 

(l + rp)2"-2 

(l-rora+2 

(l + ro)2*-2 

(l-ro)2^+2' 

< 

< 

Prom (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19), we obtain the following inequality 
(2.20) 

'2A tr^+P'^log^^j Tr(jF{zQijF{Zo)^ 

<    (l + rp)2^-2    ro     ,  (n-lHq + ro)2^-1        2a   TJTTT^ T  (r\\ 

=   r^Tr (;7FM'JF(^)) + i^7rr (TF^T JF(^)) 
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by (2.13). After cancel the term j^-^Trf7p{zo)'Jp(zo)) on both sides of (2.20), 

we have 
(2.21) 

^_ +/3'iro)iogl±J^j Tr(jF(zo)'jF(zof) < j^Tr^JpizoUFizo)^. 

Prom (2.21), we conclude /?'(ro) < 0 since /?o > a. Hence there is n < ro such that 
Pi = Pin) > /3(ro) = /30>a, and 

(2.22) 

by (2.14) 
Let ui e dBn, such that 

THJfKriuO'jp-faui)} =    marc^ rr(jp(ri«)'jj>(ri«)J. 
(2.23) 

Write zi = ri«i, let Fi be an extremal such that 

TrMF^zjjfiiz!)) =    max    TrUfizjjfizi) 

By (2.22), (2.23), we have 

Trfa^JF^)) >    g+^;;a
a
+(n-l)|i±gp 2/?i-l 

+r 

>   (i-n)2^24^^    ^(i-n)2**1' 

We can repeat the argument just given. Thus one proves that there are a sequence of 
numbers {r^} decreasing to zero and a sequence {Fj} C S, such that 

Tr^Jp^Z!) Jp^Zi) 

^ (1 + rj)2^-2  , ,     '^(l + rj)2*-1 

(2.24) > (l-ri)
2ft»+2+ln      ;(l-ri)

2«'+1 

= (1 + (2^ - 2)^ + • • •)(! - (2/% + 2)7-, + • • O-1 

+ (n - 1)(1 + (2/?o - 2)^ + • • 0(1 - (20o + 2)^ + • • O"1 

= . n + 4/3onrj+0(r?), 

where zj = TjUj, UJ £ dBn, j = 1,2,  
Since JF.(ZJ) = 1 + D2Fj(0)zj + 0(|^|2), we have 

JFj(zj) JFj(zj) = I + D^FJ^ZJ + DtFjMzj + OQzjl2), 
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D^Fj(0)^ + D^Fj(0)2j + Odzj\') = JFj (ZJ) JFj &) - I, 

and hence 
(2.25) 

Tr (iJ2Fi(0)^+DaFi(0)z/)+O(|^|2) = rr (j^),JFi(^))-n>4^onri+0(|^|2) 

by (2.24) 
Recall that S is a normal family when ||ord||5 = a < oo, there is a subsequence 

of {Fj} that converges locally uniformly to a mapping / G S and Uj tend to a unit 
vector u. Thus dividing by rj on both sides of (2.25) and letting j -¥ oo through the 
subsequence, we obtain 

(2.26) Tr (p2f{G)u + D2/(0)t/) > 4/3on. 

But 

Tr (l?2/(0)w) + Tr (D2
/(0)^) < 2|rrD2/(0)u| < 2n||2?2/(0)ti||, 

we have 

2n\\D2f($)u\\ > 4/?on > 4an, 

i.e., 

\\D2f{0)u\\ >2a = 2||ord||5. 

by (2.26). This contradiction completes the proof of the upper bound inequality in 
Theorem 2.1. 

The proof of the lower bound inequality in Theorem 2.1 is similar with the proof 
of upper bound inequality. 

Throughout this argument, F will be an extremal mapping for the minimum 
problem associated with a fixed point ZQ G Bn, i.e., 

(2.27) Trh^fjF{zo)\ < Tr^JJ&o)'Jf(zo)) 

holds for all / G <S. We may prove the Lemma 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 under the 
assumption (2.27), and prove the lower bound of the inequality if we instead ip(t,s) 
by 

(l-*)2s-2 ..(I-*)2*"1 

!j(t, s) = (p(-t, s) = 2    2 + (n - 1) 
(l + t)2s+2     v y(l + t)2*+1" 

All the argument of the proof are similar with the proof of the upper bound. We omit 
the detail. 

3. The estimations of the Jacobian of mappings in a Bn. We may use the 
method as we used in the previous section to estimate det(Jf(z)Jf(z)) of mapping / in 
a LIF on the unit ball Bn in (Fn. Actually, the following theorem about the estimations 

ofdet(Jf(z)Jf(z) ) was known long time ago, which was proved by Barnard,FifzGerald 
and Gong [1], Liu [11], Gong and Zheng [8], and Pfaltzgraff [12]. In this section, the 
proof of Theorm 3.1 is different with the original proof. It also shows that using C(S) 
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which was defined by (1.5) and (1.19) to estimate det(Jf(z)Jf(z) ) is the right choice. 
In this section, all the vectors are column vectors. 

THEOREM 3.1. IfS is a LIF on the unit ballBn in@n, then 

for all f e S, and z e Bn, where C(S) is defined by (1.5) and (1.19). 
First of all, we prove the following Lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Fix ZQ = rouo e 2?n, UQ G dBn. If F is the extremal mapping in S 

for the following maximum problem: 

det (jjpizo) J/?(^o)J > det (jf(zo) Jf(zo)) 

holds for any f E 5, then 

(3.2) det(JF(zo)JF(zo) ) = max < det(JF(z)JF(z) )    \z\ = ro > . 

Proof. If (3.2) were false, then there be a point zi ^ ZQ, \ZI\ = ro such that 

det (jjp(zi) Jjr(zi)) > det ^Jjp(zo) Jpizo)) • 

There exists an unitary matrix U such that UZQ = zi where ZQ, zi&re column vectors. 
Consider Fu(z) = U~1F(Uz) G 5, then Jpuiz) — V~

1
JF{UZ)'U^ and consequently 

det (jpuiz)'JFUW) = det (JF(
UZ

)
,J

F(
UZ

)) 

which yied the contradiction 

det {jpu^o) JFU^O)) = det (jpiz!)'Jpizxij > det ^Jjp(zo) Jjr(zo)J . 

LEMMA 3.3. Fix ZQ = rouo e Bn, UQ G dBn. If F is the extremal mapping in 
S for the maximum problem in Lemma 3.2, then Tr(D2F(zo)zo(JF(zo))~1) is real, 
equivalently, Tr(D2

F(ZO)UO(JF(ZO))~
1
) is real. 

Proof. Let t be a small real number, then by (2.5), 

det (jpizoe11) Jpizoe^ 

= det \jF(zo)' (l + itD2F(zo)zo(JF(zo))~1 

-itiM^'^WFi^o)' + 0(t2)\ JF(zo) 

= det (JF(ZO)'JFM)  l+tTr[itD2F(zo)zo(JF(zo))-1-i(JF(zo))-1,(D2F(zo)zo), 

+0(t2) 

since 

det(I + tH) = l + tTrH + 0(f) 
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when t is a small real number, H is a Hermitian matrix. By Lemma 3.2, 

0    > det (jpizoe11) Jpizoe")) 

= det (jF(zo)'Jpizoj) tTr 

det (jpizo) JF(
Z

O)) 

i(D2F(zo)zo(JF(zo))-1 

- (JF(ZO))  
1 (D2

F(^)^O)')] +0(t2). 

Dividing by \t\ and considering both t —> 04" and t ->> 0  , we have 

Im{TT{D2F{zQ)zQ{JF{z()))-
1} = 0. 

LEMMA 3.4. Fix ZQ = TQUQ G Bn, UQ G dBn. If F is the extremal mapping in S 
for the maximum problem in Lemma 3.2, then 

(% ^ Tr {D^izoMMzo))-1) - z'uTr {D
2
F(ZO)ZO(JF(ZO))-

1
) 

^'6) -(n + l)ztfv - Tr(D2F{0)u) = 0 

holds for any v G dBn, where ZQ, V are column vectors. 
Proof. Prom (2.7), we have 

detiJp{z\a) Jp{z\a)\ 

=    det (jpiz)' JF(z)\ det \l + 2$le((D2F(z)(a - a!zz) - JF(z)za' 

- a,zJF(z)-D2F{b)aJF{z)){JF{z))-1\+0(\a\2^ 

=   det (j]Piz?JpW) (1 + 2SRe [Tr(D2F{z){a - a'zz)(JF{z))-1 

- (n + \)a!z - Tr{D2F{G)a)] + 0(|a|2)) 

when |a| is small. By the extremal property of F at ZQ, we have 

0 >    det (jp{z\a) Jp(z;a)) - det Ijjp(zo) Jp(zo)j 

=    det {J]&o},JF(zo)) • 2Ue [Tr{D2F(zo)(a - ctzoz^iMzo))-1) 

-    (n + l)a'zo - Tr{D2F($)a)\ + 0(|a|2). 

By Lemma 3.3, we know that Tr{D2F{z(i)zQ{JF(zo))~1) is real, thus 

lile[Tr{D2F{zo)a,zoz^JF{zQ))-
1)} = Ue[Tr{D2F{zQ)z^,azo{JF{zQ))-

1)). 

Substituting it into previous inequality, we have 

0 >    det (jF(zo)'JF(zo)) Sfte [Tr(D2F(zo){a - a'zozo^JF^O))"
1
) 

-    (n + l)afzo - Tr(D2F(0)a)] + 0(|a|2). 

Dividing |a| on both sides of the previous inequality, and denoting i/ = A-, then let 

|a| -» 0, note that a can be replaced by elta with arbitrary real t, we have proved 
(3.3). 
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LEMMA 3.5. Fix ZQ = VQUQ € Bn, UQ £ dBn. If F is the extremal mapping in S 
for the maximum problem in Lemma 3.2, then 

det \Jp{z) Jpiz)) - det \Jp(zo) Jpizo)) 

(3.4) 2(r - ro) ~ 
=   det (J&JJFM) <" + ^ + rr(p»F(0K) + Q(|r _ ro|) 

w;ftere 2? = r^o, and r is a real number near TQ. 

Proof. Expanding JF{Z) at z^ we have 

det ^Jjp(z) Jjr(z)) 

= det (jjfafijF(zoj) (1 + 2^e[Tr(D2F(zo)(z - ^O)(JF(^O))-
1
)] + 0{\z - ^o|2) 

by (2.9). Dividing 2(r — ro) on both sides, it is 

det (jjp(z) Jjp(z)) - det (jjr(zo) Jjr(zo)) 

^^ 2(r - ro) 

=    de* (jF{zo)'jF{zo)) ftelTriDiF^uoiMzo))-1)] + 0(|r - ro|). 

By Lemma 3.3, we know that 

SRe[Tr(P2F(^o)^o(JF^o))-1] = rr(£)2F(^o)^o(JF(^o))-1). 

Thus 

det (jF{z) JF{z)) - det (jjr(zo) Jp(zo)j 

(3.5) 2(r-ro) 

=    det (jpizo)' Jpizo)) [TriD^izo^oiMzo))-1)} + 0(|r - ro|). 

Let z/ = ^0 in Lemma 3.4, (3.3) becomes 

TriDiFizo^oiMzo))-1) 

= ^tioTr (D2
F(ZO)ZO(JF(ZO))~

1
) + (n + IJ^tio + Tr^^COjtio) 

= r2Tr(i^2F(^o)^o(JF(^o))-1) + (n + l)r0 + Tr(J92F(0)^o). 

Hence 

(3.6) TriDiF^uoiMzo))-1) = 
(n + l)ro+Tr(D2F(0)uo) 

1-r2 
'o 

Substituting (3.6) into (3.5), we get (3.4). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The upper bound: Let F be the extremal mapping for the 

maximum probrem in Lemma 3.2. We assume that the upper bound in (3.1) is false. 
Hence there exists ro £ (0,1), ZQ £ Bn, \ZQ\ — ro such that 

/ / x      (l+ro)2C(<s)-(n+1) 

det (Jp(z0) Jp(zo))  >  (1_ro)2C(5)+(n+l)' 
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Since the function 

(3-7) C(M)=(i-^-K"+i)' 0<i<1' 

is an increasing function of 5, there is a number /Jo > C(S) such that 

(3.8) det (jF(zo)'JF(zoj) = C(ro, A)). 

Consequently, for small e > 0 and ro — e<r<roH-e, there is a C1 smooth function 
/?(r) such that /3(ro) = ^o and 

(3.9) det [JF(ruo) JF(ruo)) = K   _ J)2fi(r)Ht^1) = C(r,/3(r)). 

Thus 

det (jF(ruo)' JF(ruo)) - det (jpfco)' JF(zo)) _ (;(r,P(r)) - C(ro,/?o) 

r — TQ r — ro 

By Lemma 3.5, we have 
(3.10) 
C(r,/?(r))-C(ro,A))            ^TTTT' r   /, ^ (n + l)ro-}-Tr(^2F(0K) , nnr   r h  2(r _ ro) = det {JF{zo) JF{zo)) YZ^ +O(|r-ro|). 

As r -)> ro, the limit of the left hand side of (3.10) is i[£r + y3V/?]r=ro- We evaluate 
it. 

Noting that 

9(1 + r)2/?-(n+1> _ (1 + r)^-n-2[4p + (2^ + n + l)r] 
^ ~ 5r (1 - r)2/3+(n+l)   - ^ _ r)2/?+n+2 

we have 

Cr 

by (3.8). Moreover, 

4/3o + (2n + 2)ro ^ * ( j   (   \' T   (   \\ 4Po + l^ = de^ ( Jp(2fo) JpUo)) r^ 
r2 

f 1 + r
>)2/?-(^+1)      1 4. r 

we have 

0V/J = 2P(ro)log——9-det (jpizo) Jp(zo)) 

by (3.8). Thus 
(3.11) 

jKr + jS^U* = (2A,V-^1),lD+/y(n,)<0gT?S) de< (^M^-^W) • 
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As r ->• ro, (3.10) becomes the following equality 

^ft-Kn + lfo + p{ro)logl±j^ det (J^'JF{ZO)} 

=    (n + l)r0 +Tr(niF(0)uo)det (jfitfj^ 

by (3.11). After cancel the term i— '-^-det (jp(zo) Jp(zo)) on both of the previ- 

ous equality, we have 

2A>     , 
1—1? + > 0'(ro)lo9]^lA det (jF{z0)'JF{z0j) 

By the definition of (7(5) (1.19), \Tr(D2F{0)u0)\ < 2C(S). Hence 

^2 + ^fro)^J±^) det (j]fco?JF{zoj) 

<    1 _rldet (jpizo)fJjr(zo)j 

by (3.12). But /?o > C'(tS), it implies /^(ro) < 0. We may use the argument similar 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We prove that there are a sequence of number {rj} 
decreasing to zero and a sequence {Fj} C S such that 

det^Jjr.iz^Jjr.izj)) 

(3.13) >    (j./.ya/Jo+Cn+i) 

=    (1 + (2/3 - n - IJrj + )(1 - (2/3 + n + 1)^- + )-1 

=    l + 4A)ri+0(rf) 

where ^ = rjUj,Uj G dBn,j = 1,2,  
We know that 

** (J^)'^^)) = 1 + 2rr[5fte(^2Fj(0)zi)] + 0(ij). 

Thus 

(3.14) 2rr[Sfte(Z)2Fj(0)^)] > iforj + 0(r|), j = 1,2, , 

by (3.13). When C(S) is finite, then ||ord||5 is finite, and S is a normal family. There 
is a subsequence of {Fj} that converges locally uniformly to mapping / € S and Uj 
tend to a unit vector u. Thus dividing by rj on both sides of (3.14) and letting j -> oo 
through the subsequence, we obtain 

\Tr(D2F(0)u)\ > 2/3o > 2C(S). 

This contradiction complete the proof of the upper bound inequality in Theorem 3.1. 
The proof of the lower bound inequality in Theorem 3.1 is similar with the proof 

of upper bound. We omit the detail of the proof. 
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4. Covariant derivative of biholomorphic convex mappings on unit ball. 
In Section 1, we already mentioned that (1.9) has many consequences, e.g., (1.11), 
(1.12), (1.13) and (1.14) are its consequences. In this section, we will give another 
consequence. It is about the covariant derivative of biholomorphic convex mappings 
on unit ball Bn in W71. In this section, all vectors are row vectiors. 

THEOREM 4.1.  Let f(z) be a normalized biholomorphic convex mapping on the 
unit ballBn in(Cn, then for every z G Bn and every vector r)(z) = (771(2), iVniz)) 
G(Fn, the inequality 

(4.1) (ri[k] ■ (lz)
[k]) m <k\ 1+ z 

1- z 
R 

'VT= ZZ 

holds, where -9- = (T^-, 5 TT/' *5 ^e covariant derivative operator with respect 

to the Bergman metric of Bn, (^ means k—th Kronecker product of vector £ E (Fn 

and 

(4.2) R{z) = -1 
z'zjl - VT^z^') 

zz y/\- ZZ 

I is the identity matrix. 
In particular, if we let r] = ejy/1 — zz in (4-1) where ej = (0, , 0,1,0, , 

0) is the unit vector of j— th coordinate, we have the estimation of k—th covariant 
derivative of f with respect to Zj,j = 1,2, ,n;k = 1,2,  

COROLLARY 4.2. Let f(z) be a normalized biholomorphic convex mapping on the 
ballB71 in (Cn, then for every z E Bn, the inequality 

(4.3) 
#'<'> 

< fc!(l-H2 + k?-l2)fc/2 

(i + l*!)*-^-!*!)**1 

holds for j = 1,2, , n; k = 1,2, • 
From (1.9), it is easy to verify 

(4.4) (1- I * I2 + I Zj |2)2 
(1+1 z \r    - 

u. ,71 

holds. 
When k — 1 in (4.3), it is the right hand side inequality of (4.4). 
When n = 1, (4.3) is coincide with a result in [3]. 
If we let r) — z\J\ — zz in (4.1), we have the following 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let f(z) be a normalized biholomorphic convex mapping on the 

unit ball Bn in Wn, then for every z £ J5n, the inequality 

,  A \ [fe]N 

dz) m < 
k\\z 

(l+hlf-^l-lzl)^1 

holds for k = 1,2,  
Proof of Theorem 4-1- Gong and Yan [7] proved the following result. 
Let f{z) be a holomorphic mapping in2?n, and z = (pa(w) E Aut(Bn) which maps 

z = a to w = 0. We may express the Taylor expansion of f(ipa(w)) at w = 0 as 
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00   1 k / A \ W 

where i? = i2(a) is defined by (4.2) and  (jp)    /(a) means the column vector 

((*rH y- \ l2;=a/ 
Normalizing the mapping F(w), we have 

(4.5) yr 
W 

=«+Er=2 ^(VT^W)*-
1
^^-

1
)!*' • (^) rnvtw-iR. 

It is a normalized biholomorphic convex mapping on 2?n when /(z) is a normalized 
biholomorphic convex mapping on Bn. 

We know that if f(z) is a normalized biholomorphic convex mapping on 2?n, we 
may express it as 

m=z+^pm(z), 
m=2 

where Pm(z) = (P^(z)9 , P^(z)), and Ptt\z),j = 1,2,- 
neous polynomial of the elements of z of degree m. 

Gong and Liu [4] proved that 

•, n are homoge- 

(4.6) \Pm(z)\ <\ Z r, m = 2,3,- 

holds true for any z € BTl if f(z) is a normalized biholomorphic convex mapping on 
Bn. 

From (4.5) and (4.6), we have that for any w € 2?n, 

(4.7) (Vl - aa')k-1 [k] 

holds for all k = 2,3,  
It is easy to verify that 

Thus (4.7) is equivalent to 

(WjR-i)W . (£)    /(aXJ/ta))"1;? 

—/     a'a + (1 — aa')I 
RR = —, . 

1 — aa 

<\w\k 

W 

(4.8) 

(wR-i)M ■ (£)    M(Jf(a)) v-i a'a + (1 — aa7)/ 
1 — aa7 

From inequlities (1.9), we have 

(4.9) 
•/-i 

(J/(a))-1(a,a + (1 - aa')I)Jf(a))      > (1- | a |)47. 
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Applying (4.9) to (4.8), we obtain 

[k] 

815 

(»R-,»I" ■ (s)™^-"-1)" ■ {h)*™ * (d$ 
l^2 I w \2k 

!(l-\a\) 4
- 

That is, 

(4.10) 
[k] 

(tt,fl-»)W.(^)  J/(a) < k\ | w \k 

(1- | z \)2(Vl-aa') ^l\k-2 

Let -u; = r)R(a) in (4.10), we get 
(4.11) 

< k\\riR 

(1- | a \)2(Vl-aa')k-2 
kl 1+ a | 

1- a| 
yR 

V 1 — ao' 

when r;i^(a) G JBn. Both sides of (4.11) are homogeneous polynomials of the elements 
of 77 of degree fc, thus (4.11) holds true for any 77 G (En. 

Replace a by z at (4.11), we have proved Theorem 4.1. 
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